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Peace must begin with each one of us. Through quiet and serious reflection on its
meaning, new and creative ways can be found to understanding friendship and cooperative
among people. If we have a peace, there is a light in the soul, there will be a beauty in the person,
and if there is a beauty in that person there will be harmony in the house. If there is a peace in the
nation there will be a peace in the world. Peace start from the heart of each in everyone, when it
is served with other group and cultures it can lead to peace. Peace recognize and reflect all
cultures and their diversity, and at the same time seek a common understanding of what
encompasses a shared vision of peace that leads to more just and free, more democratic and a
human world order.
“Peace for a good future”
Peace comes from love and understanding. All of us wanted to have a peace, and how can
we attain peace? We need to love and understand each other, help each other and give
importance of what we have. Like in the situation of a poor and a rich man, sometimes, a poor
person will easily discourage of being poor, but they do not know it is just a challenge for them
to fight poverty, to move on and never lose their hope and wait until the time will come, there
will be a good future awaits us. For the rich person they do not have a power to conquer
everything just because they are rich. There is no need for them to make poor people’s life a
mess. Let us do our responsibility to help our country in a simplest way. Let us unite for our
peacefulness and think for our good future.

